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On the agenda: 

 

• Safety 

• Show and Tell, bring your model along. 

• Pizzas, soft drink, tea & coffee provided. 

 

Highlights of last meeting 

 

   
El Presidente bragging again! Colin showing off. 

 

 

 

Yarra Bowmen take over DAC air field. 

 

   
Patrick takes aim… Fire…  Right on target!! 

 

A bit of public relations with our neighbour club. 

 

Cheers – Ian Pullar 

 

Next Club MeetingNext Club MeetingNext Club MeetingNext Club Meeting    

PresidPresidPresidPresident’s Reportent’s Reportent’s Reportent’s Report    
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We have been to three Pattern competitions in the last three months with very satisfactory 

results for DAC members.  DAC is probably one of the strongest Pattern Aerobatic clubs not 

only in Victoria but in the whole of Australia.  We can easily count in excess of 15 pilots that 

have some affiliation with pattern aerobatics in the club (i.e. they are either actively 

participating in the competitions or they have a pattern plane in their hangar). 

 

We went to Cobram on August 4 and 5.  The DAC contingent consisted of Rob Clarke, David 

Gibbs and Fernando Monge.  This wonderful competition is always a treat as the local club 

always puts on an excellent show.  

 

   
View of the Cobram field. 

 

On September 9 we all went to the SWAMPS club (Tooradin) for what has been perhaps the 

best one-day competition we have had for the last 4 – 5 years.  The DAC members that flew 

at this competition were David Gibbs, Cliff McIver, Dennis Travassaros, David Law, Rob 

Clarke and Fernando Monge. 

 

   
A beautiful and plentiful lineup. Spot the DAC members in the winners circle. 

 

And on October 6 and 7 we made our way up to Albury to the Twin Cities club for the APA 

Championship.  What magnificent installations!  David Gibbs, Rob Clarke and Fernando 

Monge made up the team this time. 

Pattern AerobaticsPattern AerobaticsPattern AerobaticsPattern Aerobatics    
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Does that look like the DAC Newsletter editor? 

 

For more details and the latest updates to the event calendar go to VMAA web site at 

http://www.vmaa.com.au/content/events/events.php 
 

  RC Power  

Oct 20-21 Annual Mallee Rally Display                                  Warracknabeal WMAC 

 28 Sportscale Round 8 - VIC State Flying Field         Darraweit Guim NFG 

 28 ARF Scale Competition                                           Ballarat BRMFC 

 27-28 Pylon Racing - Twin Cities                                     Albury TCMAC 

 28 Jets at Mangalore.                                                    Mangalore  

Nov 3-4 Display weekend                                                     Mannerim GMAA 

 10-11 Sportscale Round 9 & Scale Rally                         Albury TCMAC 

 11 F3A Aerobatics                                                      Rosebud West NMAA 

 17-18 Wet & Dry fly-in… float planes!                           Latrobe Valley LVMAC 

 17-18 Victorian State Champs: Helicopter      at the St Leonard’s College, 

Riverend Rd, Bangholme 

 

MRCHC 

 24-25 Pylon Racing                Fernbank, near Bairnsdale  

 24-25 Annual Display weekend                        Hamilton HMAC 

 25 Scale Rally                                      Rosebud West NMAA 

    

  Control Line  

Nov 11 FAI & Combined Speed, Simple Ratrace, Aussie A Teamrace, Triathlon CLAMF 

    

  Glider  

Oct 20-21 Thermal league # 2               (contact Daryl Blow) Mildura 

 21 VARMS Training (10 am) & Electric Glider FunFly (1 pm)            

Briggs Field 

 

VARMS 

Nov  3 Scale AeroTow                                   Briggs Field ‘Scalies’ 

 4 Thermal League # 3                                  Bendigo BSA 

 11 VARMS Training 10 am /VARMS Trophy 1 pm VARMS 

 18 RCGA F3B League # 3                     Diggers Rest RCGA 

 24-25 Scale AeroTow                               BSA/VARMS Bendigo 

 25 VARMS Training (10 am) and 

Electric Glider FunFly (1 pm)            Briggs Field 

 

VARMS 
 
 

 

UpUpUpUpcoming Eventscoming Eventscoming Eventscoming Events    
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The Blender    

1. What it is: 

The Blender, or Panic maneuver is a vertical diving roll that 
virtually stops its descent as it instantaneously enters into a flat 
spin. 

2. Model set-up: 

3D set-up as described in the manual. Most likely you'll have 
60-75% expo with these settings. The CG should be on the mark 
or aft 1/2". Make sure your wing is strong-this can be an 
extremely violent, but always exciting maneuver. 

3. How to do it: 

Start from about 400-500 feet straight and level, chop throttle 
and push the nose straight down. As soon as the plane is diving 
straight down at low throttle, add full left aileron. Let it 

complete 2 or 3 rolls, then quickly transition the sticks to an inverted snap roll 
position (left aileron, right rudder, down elevator) all at the same time. If you do it 
right, the airplane will instantly transition from a left roll to a flat spin in the same 
direction, and the descent will all but stop. Add full throttle just after the spin goes 
flat making the rotation speed high and helping stop the vertical descent. 

4. Recovery: 

Simply release rudder and aileron, and hold just a little down elevator. The plane will 
stop rotating and begin to fly out. As it gains airspeed, roll back to upright. 
Remember you're in "3D mode," so don't do anything abrupt or you can stall the 
airplane. 

3D With Mike McConville3D With Mike McConville3D With Mike McConville3D With Mike McConville    
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The Torque Roll    

1. What it is: 

Plane "hovers" vertically in place, rotating left around its roll axis. 

2. Model set-up: 

Full 3D throws in elevator and rudder are a must. An aft CG helps a little also. Some 
flyers will run their CG back to make this manoeuvre easier without gyros. But gyros 

provide the best aid to stabilize the aircraft- they won't do 
the manoeuvre for you, but they'll help. The pros will also 
tell you to add 3/4 degree of upthrust to your engine. This 
helps keep your CAP from falling forward in the Torque 
Roll, and it'll fly straighter up lines in non-3D 
manoeuvres, too. 

With a little aft CG, gyros and upthrust, you'll find your 
plane will be set-up best so you can concentrate on 
attitude recognition. Naturally, you'll need lots of power 
for this one: A Saito 150 is fine when propped with an 

APC 16x8. Heli 30% fuel is also a good option. 

3. How to do it: 

Fly low along the ground at low throttle, and gently add power with up elevator to 
bring the plane into a vertical position. Some flyers add a little left aileron to get the 
roll motion started. Add throttle to keep the nose pointed up and make corrections 
with rudder and elevator to keep things straight. 

4. Trickiest part: 

Recognizing your correction when the plane's belly is toward you. (Tip: Think push 
the rudder toward the low wing when the belly is toward you.) You have to be fast 
with throttle corrections. Most flyers add "bursts" of power, along with 
rudder/elevator corrections. If you simply hold full throttle, you'll climb out of the 
manoeuvre. 

5. Recovery:  Fly out at full throttle. 

6. Worst way to mess up: 

An unreliable engine. Torque rolls are tough on engines because they're running at 
near-peak power with only prop-induced airflow over the head. Some flyers open up 
the CAP's lower exhaust hole for adequate cooling on hot days. 
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The following reply was sent to a member having problems with 3S cells being damaged by 

the high current draw of a motor/prop combination.  I hope this information assists other 

members. 

 

Dear [name withheld]. 

I refer to your enquiry and advise that I have found out a method of stopping the Himark 2815 

causing damage to 3s LIPO cells without reducing the size of the prop. 

My investigations have established that the damage is caused by a setting on the radio 

transmitter.  It's on the right stick (for mode 1 flyers) and it is called "throttle control".    

During or after takeoff, move the throttle stick PART WAY between OFF position and FULL 

POWER position.  This is sometimes called the PARTIAL THROTTLE position.  The plane 

will still fly at this setting.   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The outcomes of this are: 

• The motor goes a little slower – allowing it to keep cool – and the windings will remain 

their normal copper colour instead of turning blue-ish purple. 

• There is less drain on the battery, allowing it to be run within its design parameters.  

(Most LIPO cells have both Constant Current and Short Burst ratings.  Contrary to beliefs 

held by some, short bursts means in the order of 10 to 20 seconds, not “the length of the 

flight of the plane” or “as long as the motor, electronic speed controller and cells hold 

up”.) 

• You will notice the lack of a burning smell around the plane and – a real bonus – all of 

your equipment can be re-used for subsequent flights.  

• At “partial throttle” the plane flies a little slower during the climb and level, but still goes 

fast diving – or when you give full power for “short bursts”* (*see above). 

• It is possible to maintain visual contact with the plane throughout the flight.   

• The plane also looks less like a blur and more like a plane. 

• The wings may stay on the plane. 

Solving Solving Solving Solving thethethethe Problems of High Problems of High Problems of High Problems of High    

Current DrawCurrent DrawCurrent DrawCurrent Draw    

PARTIAL throttle 

FULL throttle 

Throttle OFF 
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• You will notice a change in the noise of the motor as you move the throttle – but don’t 

worry, this is quite normal.  The noise will change from its usual high pitched ear-

shattering scream to a lower pitch scream.  The lower the throttle setting, the lower the 

pitch of the scream.  It is also possible for you and others to remove earplugs if you use 

these lower settings. 

• Other planes to be flown safely at the same time and neighbours can exit their bunkers. 

 

I hope this helps.    Regards - Ian Pullar. 

  

By Michael Best 

Spring is in the air and guess what, it is Magpie nesting season and yes, Magpies are chasing 

our models.  This aggressive behaviour only lasts a couple of weeks. For the rest of the year 

the Magpie is peaceful. 

 

Magpies live in groups, with dominant male/female pairs, and actively defend their territory 

from other birds and this includes model planes. They exhibit strong territorial behaviour 

during the breeding season and relocation of aggressive birds is not an option as the Magpie 

will always return to its territory. 

 

Some tips to avoid models being damaged from aggressive 

Magpies:  

• Avoid the trees where the Magpies are nesting along the 

field boundary; 

• While flying always keep a lookout for Magpies and 

avoid that area of the field; 

• Take care and be patient while the Magpies raise their young; 

• It is very rare for them to actually strike a model.  But they have been known to leave 

claw/ beak marks on the model; 

• Do not deliberately provoke or harass the birds as this only confirms that you are a 

threat. 

 

Below are some happy snaps of our feathered friends in action who also enjoy the skies. 

Images captured from video footage out of 5-in-1 eDVR camera mounted on 2m EasyFly 

electric glider. 

   

Magpie SeasonMagpie SeasonMagpie SeasonMagpie Season    
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Remember we need to share our field with the Magpies.  Magpies are protected species and it 

is against the law to harm them, collect their eggs or harm their young.  

 

By Michael Best 

 

Just recently I purchased from GorillaBob's http://www.gorillabobsshack.com a 5-in-1 eDVR 

camera which can record over 5 minutes of video footage.  I then mounted this camera in 

many of my models and as you will see in this newsletter examples of aerial photos.  

Weighing only 20g with internal rechargeable battery via USB port makes it ideal for 

mounting in light weight aircrafts.  The camera was either mounted on the wing in a foam 

pocket or a cut-out in the fuselage as illustrated below. 

 

   

 

The photo to the left shows the foam pocket which is reinforced with tape 

and tapped onto the wing.  The camera is then push fitted into the foam 

pocket, making it easy to take on/off the model.   

 

Prior to take-off the eDVR is setup and started in video record mode.  For 

the next 5 minutes the video it records to the internal 128MB memory.  

InInInIn----Flight VideoFlight VideoFlight VideoFlight Video    
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Once the model has landed the camera is removed and plugged into the notebook computers 

USB port.   

 

The software that comes with the eDVR downloads the video footage and converts it from 

propriety file format (STJ) to a Windows Media Player version 9 (ASF) file format.  This 

usually takes about 10 minutes to retrieve and do the conversion. The ASF file size is 

approximately 60MB in size with 640x480 photo resolution at 30 FPS (frames per second). 

 

 

To capture a photo from the video stream requires using Windows Media Player and pausing 

the video at the desired time.  By pressing the “PrtSc” (print screen) button on the keyboard, 

the screen view is captured and pasted to the clipboard.  Then using your favourite photo 

editor (eg Adobe Photoshop) paste the clipboard to a new photo file.  Prior to saving the photo 

crop to size (640x480) and there you have it, aerial photos for your newsletter.   

 

Specification for Digital Video Recorder, ST-Lab 5-in-1 eDVR 128MB  

• Resolution: VGA 640 x 480 pixels 1/4 inch 

• Pixel Size: 5.6um x 5.6um 

• Photo Format: JPEG 

• Video Frame: High quality - VGA 640 x 480 : 30fps (5 minutes) 

• Low quality - VGA 640 x 480 : 15fps (10 minutes) 

• Interface: USB 1.1 

• Photo Storage Capacity: VGA Approx 320 Photos (16MB) 

• QVGA Approx: 960 Photos (16MB) 

• Memory Supported: Built in 128M flash 

• Power Source: Build in DC 3.7V Polymer Lithium - ion Battery 

• USB DC 5V 

• Power Consumption: Active < 70mA 

• Working Time: 60 - 90 mins 

• Lens: F:2.8 FOV (D) 530 

• Automatic Photo: Correction Brightness, Exposure, Automatic White Balance 

• Power Management: Auto shut down after 30 seconds (under idle mode) 

• Dimensions: 88 x 24.6 x 15.5 mm (L x W x H) 
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“Rambler” flies again, by Michael Best. 

 

The Old Timer “Rambler” was originally built and setup as a gas free 

flight by Norm Bell.  Just recently Norm gave the model away where 

Michael has converted it to a 3 channel radio control with electric 

motor, allowing it to take to the air once again.   

 

The original design by 

Gilbert Sherman won the 

1938 Philadelphia contest 

for Gas Free Flight with a 

22 minutes flight on a 19 

seconds Brown Jr. engine 

run.  

 

In 2002, 64 years later the 

Rambler won the Old Time 

Gas Replica event at the 

Flying Aces Club (FAC) 

meet in Geneseo, N.Y.  

 

The Rambler was 

originally published in the 

September 1939 issue of 

Flying Aces magazine, and reprinted in the February 1979 issue of Flying Models. It has been 

reported to be, “one of the best flying, easiest to build, and most user friendly of all pre-WWII 

model airplanes”.  

 

The facts: 

1. Fuselage 1300mm long constructed from Balsa and covered in Solarfilm; 

2. Wing span 1800mm, 300mm width, built from balsa and covered in Solarfilm; 

3. Originally powered by Super-Cyclone ignition gas engine also Ohlsson 60 side port 

and now has been electrified using a Hyperion HP-Z3013-14 motor;  

4. 30A electric speed controller (ESC) by Hyperion and 2100mAh 3S LiPo battery; 

5. Full power 8000 RPM turning a 11x6 CAM prop draws 29A; 

6. Cruising at half throttle or less draws 10-15A; 

7. Flying weight 1.7Kg which includes 100g of lead ballast; 

 

The original model did not include rudder or elevator as it was setup for free flight, so the 

main modification was cutting in these control surfaces (Figure 1).  Also the electric motor 

was considerable lighter than the internal combustion motor so the front cowl and motor 

mount was extended by 60mm (Figure 2).  Even after the extension the CG still was not right 

so the LiPo battery and 100g of lead was mount just behind the motor.   

 

ReReReRe----ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction    
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Figure 1. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 3. 

 

The first flight was very hair-raising as the rudder was extremely sensitive due to the large 

rudder and dihedral in the wing.  Since then the rudder surface area has been reduced and 

could be reduce even more.  It is very important to take-off into wind and climb out straight as 

any cross wind makes it very unstable, but when floating around the controls are just right.   

 

  
 

I would like to thank Norm Bell for his donation.  It has been fun to fly and better still if you 

can catch a thermal and float around.  Even the magpies have taken an interest, inspecting it in 

flight!!!!   The pictures below were taken from a 5-in-1 eDVR camera mounted on the wing 

(Figure3). 
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T-Rex 450 reviewed by Jon Pape. 

 

Points of interest: 

• This model is a T-Rex 450 V2 

manufacture by Align has a 

plastic frame; 

• 315 Pro (Align) wooden 

blades;  

• 450 TH (2950KV) brushless 

motor; 

• Battery 1800mAh, 3S LiPo 

gives flight time of 6.5 minutes 

doing aerobatics; 

• 30A Hyperion brushless speed 

controller (ESC); 

• Scheltz 8 channel receiver and 

JR8XII transmitter; 

• HS56HB Cyclic servos (x3) 

and GWS Nano Pro BB tail digital servo; 

• 6V battery eliminator circuit (BEC) by Dimension Engineering; 

• Futaba GY240 Gyro; 

 

The changes made from original kit: 

8. Converted to CCPM (3 servos 120° CCPM - Cyclic Collective Pitch Mixing) by 

installing servos in holes cut into frame & using 40mm NB uPVC pipe as an adaptor 

to original swashplate; 

9. Upgraded ball link couplings; 

10. Tail rotor components upgraded (pivoting ball links etc.); 

11. Battery tray extended to prevent LiPo batteries from bending during heavy landings; 

12. Flybar links upgraded; 
13. To help with orientation the canopy was painted orange; 

 

Below is the pitch & throttle curves for the 9X radio which has 7-point curves.  The more 

points on the curve allows for better adjustment.  The aim is to desensitise the 

throttle/collective pitch stick around the hover points.  For “Normal” and “Stunt 1” mode, 

hover is approx. mid-stick position.  For “Stunt 2” mode, hover is approx. ¾ stick position 

and inverted hover is approx. ¼ stick position.  

 

 

Model ReviewModel ReviewModel ReviewModel Review    
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Transmitter JR 9XII  L 1 2 3 4 5 H 

Throttle Curve Normal 0% 45% 66% 78% INH INH 100% 

 Stunt 1 75% INH INH 86% INH INH 100% 

 Stunt 2 100% INH INH 90% INH INH 100% 

Pitch Curve Normal 50% 60.5% 70% 79% 85% 89% 100% 

 Stunt 1 40% INH 70% 79% 85% 89% 100% 

 Stunt 2 0% 12% 27% 50% 73% 88% 100% 

 

NOTE - Throttle & collective pitch should be matched to keep a constant head speed.  Ideally 

you want a transmitter with a 3-position switch for setting up 3 throttle and pitch curves.  Use 

"Norm" for spool up & hovering.  "Stunt 1" for general flying, eg circuits, stall turns, which 

allows you to do powered descents without the head speed dropping.  "Stunt 2" for aerobatic 

or 3D flight. 

 

  
 

 

The T-Rex originally had problems with slop in linkages and due to the mechanical 

swashplate setup.  The ball links are okay now.  I recommend getting a CCPM setup with 

servos below swashplate.  The original Align motors I had problems with (2500kV 400L & 

also 3200kV 420LF).  However, I know of other flyers that have had success with the 420LF.  

The 3500KV Align motor appears to be very good, although some have had the motor end 

plate come of during flight!  Also beware of the tail belt pulley spinning on its shaft = no tail 

drive = ends in disaster! 

 

One of the advantages with the T-Rex is that the replacement parts are affordable & readily 

available.   
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Name Home Work/Mobile W/E Sat W/E Sat W/E Sat W/E Sat 

  Ian Pullar 9428-4365   0425-831-572 15-Sep-07 17-Nov-07 19-Jan-08 22-Mar-08 

  Cliff McIver 9850-4478   9882-7521 22-Sep-07 24-Nov-07 26-Jan-08 29-Mar-08 

  Nik Daud 9852-3236   0412-263-883 29-Sep-07 01-Dec-07 02-Feb-08 05-Apr-08 

  Greg Sleeth 9848-6809   9634-4658 06-Oct-07 08-Dec-07 09-Feb-08 12-Apr-08 

  Anthony Peate 9877-8225   9634-4303 13-Oct-07 15-Dec-07 16-Feb-08 19-Apr-08 

  Theo Kyriopoulos 9370-9424   0419-358-659 20-Oct-07 22-Dec-07 23-Feb-08 26-Apr-08 

  Bill Osborne 9846-6373   9408-6042 27-Oct-07 29-Dec-07 01-Mar-08 03-May-08 

  Grant Collins 9849-1790   0418-872-218 03-Nov-07 05-Jan-08 08-Mar-08 10-May-08 

  Jason Harrigan 9859-4020   0418-309-022 10-Nov-07 12-Jan-08 15-Mar-08 17-May-08 

For mowing roster updates please check the DAC web site 

http://www.dac.org.au/NewsandViews/Mowing/Mowing.html 

 

To change a rostered date, organise a swap if possible, or contact Cliff on 9882-7521. 

 

FREE JOY RIDES!! Available for two people who wish to join the Mowing Roster.  Please 

contact Cliff. 

 

The newsletter and the web page rely heavily on club members to write articles and send them 

in.  So we encourage all club members to have ago. You are welcome to place ads for sale of 

your secondhand R/C model aircraft related items in the newsletter. The newsletter is a 

service offered to all club members. 

 

Articles don’t have to be long to be of interest to other members.  It may only take you 10 

minutes to type up.  Just send it via email in plan text or MS Word document format. 

Ppictures are good but try to limit you articles to less than 2MBytes in size.  Always include 

the authors name within the article text. 

 

Fernando Monge  Newsletter Editor    

Michael Best  Webpage Editor & Newsletter Assistant    
 

 
Disclaimer  

Readers should be aware that the content of this newsletter is of a general nature and is not intended to constitute a definitive 

statement on any subject matter and does not constitute legal or specific advice. Formal advice should be obtained before 

acting in any of the areas covered. 

The advice contained in this newsletter is intended as a source of information only. Although precautions have been taken to 

ensure accuracy of the information, the publishers, authors and printers cannot accept responsibility for any claim, loss, 

damage or liability arising out of use of the information published. 

Mowing RosterMowing RosterMowing RosterMowing Roster    

Note from thNote from thNote from thNote from the Editorse Editorse Editorse Editors    
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If undelivered return to: 

Doncaster Aeromodellers Club 

P.O. Box 56 

North Balwyn Vic. 3104 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

DDDDDDDDAAAAAAAACCCCCCCC        CCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMIIIIIIIITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE        22222222000000000000000077777777////////88888888 

NNNNAMEAMEAMEAME PPPPOSITIONOSITIONOSITIONOSITION CCCCONTACTONTACTONTACTONTACT EEEEMAILMAILMAILMAIL    
Ian Pullar President 03 9428 4365  
Cliff McIver Vice President 03 9850 4478  
Colin Kahn Secretary 0412 566 610  
Graham Kay Treasurer  0403 199 713  
Ian Slack Registrar 03 9489 3001  
Fernando Monge Newsletter Editor    
Michael Best Webpage Editor  

& Newsletter Assistant 
  

Grant Collins Committee Member   
David Gibbs Committee Member   
David Law Committee Member   
James Taylor Committee Member   

http://www.dac.org.au/NewsandViews/Committee/Committee.html 


